My first attempt to build a "Formal Development Support System" was in IBM in the 1970s; more 
Theses
I list below a collection of opinions that I have developed over time; these come both from architecting systems like mural [JJLM91] and using systems from "Effigy" [Kin69] to the "Rodin ToolSet" [Rod08] . These opinions are not necessarily self-consistent!
• (software) design is hard
• getting software right requires a strange mixture of important (big) insights and detailed symbol pushing
• no current "formal methods support system" gives software engineers anything like the support given to hardware designers by their CAD systems
• getting the "right" specification [JHJ07] for a nontrivial system is at least as much an issue as showing that a design matches its specification
• even during design, everything will change (in fact, designing for flexibility is often more important than aiming for efficiency) -systems must maximise what is preserved over such changes [Meh08, Rod08] • support systems must help with the development of useful "theories" of structures and "patterns" of use
• "posit and prove" is one way of supporting design; "Verified by Construction" [LAB + 06] has been shown to be viable for large systems
• destruction of design history is intellectual vandalism
• there is no point in proving all of the verification conditions for one version of a program and then running a different (buggy) version -so systems have to control all versions, verifications, changes etc.
• current programming languages are ill-suited to documenting design
• we do not have complete axiom systems for any widely used programming language (by a big margin) -we might therefore have to reason from, say, an operational semantics [HJ08] • "clean termination" (e.g. avoidance of overflows) is an issue in most proofs
• handling "legacy" systems presents another set of challenges -here the aim is to accumulate information such as avoidance of certain sorts of bad behaviour; again, such hard won information should not be discarded
• it might be that AI techniques can be deployed to learn how a user tackles proofs (recording high-level strategy rather than low-level tactics)
• ideas like "symbolic execution" [Kin69] and "abstract interpretation" [Cou96] are making real progress for non-trivial systems
• model checking not only needs "abstraction" but it should be equipped to use ones that are available from design
• there are enough common problems between the various sorts of tool that interfacing components is imperative -apart from simple syntactic interfaces, such integration can pose some hard semantic challenges
• we have to build our tools so that they can interface with whatever in-house engineering systems are being used by organisations we expect to adopt our formal tools
